
Facing the challenges
The dialytic population continues to increase in age and number 
of comorbid conditions. The current incidence of intradialytic 
hypotension (IDH) is high, affecting up to 30% of sessions, 
like the incidence of other disequilibrium symptoms triggering 
patient’s discomfort.1

The need
A therapeutic solution that is physiological and biocompatible, 
aimed to preserving osmotic balance and protecting patients 
from discomfort.
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These conditions have been improved with the use of HFR therapy Aequilibrium configuration. They are attributable to the effects of Aequilibrium 
Advanced application combined to Natrium sensor, that are in common to both HFR Aequilibrium and SUPRA HFR therapy Aequilibrium configurations.
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Our solution: Personalized hemodynamic balance for patients

Exceeding 
expectations 
in IDH 
management

The SUPRA HFR therapy Aequilibrium configuration combines the SUPRA HFR therapy with a Natrium 
sensor. This treatment measures the patient’s plasma sodium concentration and uses the Aequilibrium 
Advanced biofeedback to maintain the osmolar balance throughout the treatment.1,3
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Preventive biofeedback system
SUPRA HFR therapy aequilibrium configuration is an evolution of the HFR Therapy Aequilibrium
configuration. It combines a tailored ultrafiltration rate profile with the dynamic run-time
sodium profile adjustment of Aequilibrium Advanced application. This enables prescribed
targets of final plasma sodium concentration and final weight loss in the treated patients.2-3
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Consider SUPRA HFR Aequilibrium for your hypotension prone patients
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